Team 20, Week of June 7, 2015 #6: Walmart Permaculture Garden, Additional Notes

Additional Notes: Permaculture Garden Exhibit, Walmart, Pompano Beach

New Developments
This document was originally dated May 10, 2015. In the weeks that have past, God’s plan has been refined. This presentation serves as a model for 60 realms. Detailed plans have been made available online to groups who will be relocated.

Dowsing helps me to understand that a permaculture garden exhibit may take 4 years to complete in realms above Realm 1. A coffee shop project may take 2 years. These projects are related because potted plants used to decorate an outdoor section of a coffee shop are from the permaculture garden.

This document contains additional information including:

1. The soil in the 12 foot X 12 foot garden plots will be depleted (95% of the soil on the planet is depleted). A procedure known as double digging will help. Watch double digging how-to videos on http://articles.x10.mx/team20_week_of_may_10_2015.pdf in a section titled “Soil Preparation.”
2. Dowsing helps me to identify Walmart’s Earthgro Cow Manure and Organic Compost, Florida Only, 40 lbs as an alternative for topsoil that will be needed in plots.
3. Use Jobes Easy Gardener 06028 50 Pack Organics Vegetable Fertilizer Spikes 2-7-4 to supply extra nutrients (sold at Walmart)
4. Kifco makes a portable irrigation system that is used by hobby farmers. Watch the video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iTP0krKzF4
5. You will need to dowse care instructions such as when to irrigate (and for how long), weed removal, and pruning.
6. Visitors with pets need to keep animals on leash. Pets can be allowed to nibble on permaculture plants. Notice the Walmart Crown Products 136806 Poopy Pouch Station Hc has been added to the garden layout.
7. Walmart’s Birds Choice Recycled Seed Catcher for Round Pole Bird Feeder is the best bird feeder because a tray feeder can accommodate large and small birds.
8. Walmart’s Quad-Tel Pole for 12-Family Martin Birdhouse is a telescoping aluminum design with a button release for accessing a bird house (for adding bird seed).
9. Walmart’s Rectangular Birdhouse Flange Pole Top can be used to attach the tray feeder to the Quad-Tel pole.
10. Walmart’s Pennington Premium Black Oil Sunflower Seeds, 20 lbs, is the dowsed choice for bird seed. Do not block squirrels.
11. Plant species should be labeled. See a sample in the photograph on the next page.
12. Form a “Friends of Walmart’s Permaculture Garden” to work on signage.
GALIUM ODORATUM
(sweet woodruff)
Europe, N Africa
The anti-clotting drug Warfarin was developed from a chemical found when this plant ferments.